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51. lNTRODUCTION 
LET Z be an oriented integral homology 3-sphere. In this paper we associate to C a discrete 
set Ax c R and for each p E [wx = Iw \ Ax an abelian group S’,)(C) with a natural Z grading. 
Furthermore, fx(Y$“(Z)) = A(C), where n(E) is Casson’s invariant (see [ 1)). In particular, 
4x(9$“(Z)) E p(Z) (mod 2). where p(Z) is the Kervaire-Milnor-Rochlin invariant of Z. 
These groups will depend on n only through the interval in Iwr in which p lies; i.e. if the 
interval [pO, pl] c lWr, then as graded groups Y?‘(C) = Y’$‘(C). Furthermore, the set 
AZ is invariant under the translation r~r + 1 and 9$‘+“(Z) = 9$‘\,(Z). 
The groups 9 t’(C) can be viewed as integer lifts of the Floer homology groups 9, (YE), 
+ E&, introduced in 14-J. in the following sense. Let W(C) denote the space of conjugacy 
classes of representations a:nl(C) + SU(2). and let 8 denote the class of the trivial 
representation. For simplicity assume that all nontrivial representations are regular, i.e. that 
H’(Z; ad(a)) = 0 for every representation a~9?*(Z) = gP(Z)\{O}. By carefully analyzing 
the behavior of the Chern-Simons invariant c: 5 r -+ R on the infinite cyclic cover &z of the 
space of gauge equivalence classes of connections Or in the trivial bundle over C, we 
associate in $2 to each a ES(C) and FE 9I’e a well-defined integer P’(a) and define 
9$‘(E) = Z{aE44(;r.)\{0}11”‘(a) = ‘I}. If we let R,(X), + E Z8 denote Floer’s chain groups 
C41, then ~,er%‘~~~ (Z) z R,(E), for no Za. After defining a boundary operator 8”: 
&‘$‘(Z) + W!$ ,(Z) similar to that of Fleer’s [4] and showing in $2 that d’“‘d”’ = 0, 
we have the resulting homology groups 9$“(E). In general, for * E he, 
Z,,zS$‘!8,(Z) # I,(Z). However, in $5 we construct a spectral sequence with It’(C) as its 
E’ term and converging to I,(C). 
It is not always the case that all UEW(E) are regular, so in $3 we show how to define 
these instanton homology groups in general by perturbing the Chern-Simons function. 
Then in $4 we show that these groups are independent of perturbation and are thus 
topological invariants. 
The Floer homology groups satisfy suggestive functorial properties. In particular, let 
X be an oriented smooth cobordism from Z, to Z1. By counting instantons over X, Floer 
[4] shows that X induces homomorphisms X *: I*(&)+ 1, +Hb,(X)-b;(X))(&). In $5 we 
show that if p~[W\(h~, uArl), then X also induces homomorphisms X,: 
9:‘(&) - I:“‘+ 3(b,(X) - b;(X))&) such that 
(1) (Z x R), = identity 
(2) (xy), = X*+3(6,(Y)-b;(Y))Y* 
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An important feature of Floer’s homology groups is presented in forthcoming work of 
Donaldson which gives relative versions of his polynomial invariants in terms of the Floer 
homology of X. In particular, if X is an oriented simply connected smooth Cmainfold with 
oriented boundary Z and S1,. . . , .S,, E H2 (X; k), then there are relative Donaldson invari- 
ants q(S,, . . . , &)EI _ H1 + bit~)) _ u(Z). Using the ideas presented in $2 and 85 we construct 
in 16 for each such X and S1,. . . , Sd E H*(X; Z) a sequence of invariants which filter the 
Donaldson invariant. 
In 47 we point out that the computations given in [3] of Floer’s instanton homology 
groups I,(Z), + E&, for C a Brieskom sphere actually give an algorithm for computing 
YC+r)( C), * E Z, and we list some explicit computations. These computations indicate some 
interesting properties of these instanton homology groups. In particular, they are not mod 
4 periodic as has been conjectured for the Floer groups. 
52. INSTANTON HOMOLOGY FOR REGULAR REPRESENTATIONS 
Let E be a homology 3-sphere. Our goal in this section is to describe the integer- 
graded instanton homology groups under the special assumption that all representations 
are regular, i.e. that H ‘(C; ad(a)) = 0 for every representation a E 43(Z). This means that the 
space W(X) of conjugacy classes of representations of n1 (Z) into SU(2) is finite and that the 
Chem-Simons function has non-degenerate Hessian at each nontrivial a E 9 = W(C). 
Recall that the Chern-Simons function is defined by fixing a trivialization and thus a trivial 
connection 0 on the trivial Sb(2) bundle over C. The space of f.:SU(2)-connections, dr, 
over Z can be identified with ~5:(0:8su(2)). For each acdL choose a path A from u to 0 in 
dZ. Identify A as a connection over C x I and let c(u) be the Chern-Weil integral of the 
connection A, i.e. 
c(a) = 3 J Tr(F” A F,,). xx1 
The map c: dZ -+ Iw is the Chern-Simons function (and depends on the choice of the trivial 
connection 0); its critical points are the flat connections. A gauge transformation over C is 
a map g: X -+ SL1(2). Let Y, denote the Banach Lie group of L$ gauge transformations. For 
a~&~ and gcYr we have 
(‘) c(&)) = c(a) + deg(g). 
Thus c descends to the Banach manifold ?& = &JCe, as a map to W/Z. Since conjugacy 
classes of representations can be identified with gauge equivalence classes of flat connec- 
tions in BE, we may view 9(C) c Or as the critical set of c: 9YE + IW/H. 
Very briefly, Floer’s instanton homology groups I,(C), t E&, are defined as follows. 
(See [4] for details.) The chains are generated by the elements of 9* = g\(e), and for n E& 
the chain group 
R,(C) = H{uEW*(E)~SF(~) = n (mod 8)) 
where SF(u) is the spectral flow of the Hessian *da of the Chern-Simons function along 
any path in aX from a to 8. (The Hodge star operator * is taken with respect to some 
fixed metric on C.) For a~&, the spectral flow is defined only mod 8 since gauge trans- 
formations g change the value by 8 deg(g). 
Let M(u, 6) denote the moduli space of self-dual connections on Xx Iw which tend 
asymptotically to a and b as 5 + + co. The dimensions of the components of &(a, b), 
a, be9 are all congruent mod 8. Since the connections in J(u, b) are translationally (5) 
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invariant, we may divide out by this invariance to obtain 2(u, b) = d(a, b)/R Let A ‘(u, b) 
denote the union of the components of dimension i, and let # (2 ‘(u, b)) count the points 
with orientations ( & ) in ,k ‘(a, b). The boundary operator of Floer’s chain complex is 
defined by 
da = a.& # (2 ‘(a, b))b. 
Floer shows that dd = 0, and the homology groups of this complex are Floer’s instanton 
homology groups I,(C), l E ZB. 
In order to extend this theory to one with an integer grading we make use of the infinite 
cyclic (universal) cover 3, of S& defined as & = &/$& where ‘Q c Yr is the group of 
degree zero gauge transformations. The Chem-Simons and spectral flow functions on 
d descend to functions c and SF: & -, (w. (Recall that c and SF still depend on the choice 
of the trivial connection 0.) Let AX be the image c(w*(C)); mod& AX is a finite set. The 
equation (*) shows that AZ is independent of the choice of 8. The set [wz = Iw \Ar consists of 
the regular values of the Chern-Simons function. For any ~1 E IwE, we shall form integer 
graded instanton homology groups Y!,*‘(C), FEZ. These groups St’(Z) will depend on 
11 only through the interval in IwL in which p lies; i.e. if the interval [p,,, ~(~1 c I&, then 
9?‘(C) = S$l’(X). From their definition it will be clear that 4(,+“(C) = 9$,(C). 
To begin, let 3?((a, b) be defined as follows (c.f. [4, $23). For a, b E Bz choose any smooth 
representatives a.b E d, and a connection A on C x Iw whose r-component vanishes and 
which equals a for large negative T and equals b for large positive 5. Define 
~/,(a, b) = A + .C.~.,(Q~.,(su(2)). (Here II <[I,. = IIed.<ll,. where ed: Z x [w -, (0, co) is 
such that e,(x, T) = e61rl for 1x1 2 I,6 > 0.) It illacted on bi’the gauge group 
34 = {YE&& x Iw, SU(2))13R > 0, <EL:,,#2~.,(su(2))3g = exp(<) for 151 2 R}. 
Then the quotient space 99,,(a, b) = Ad(ar b)/$, is a smooth Banach manifold, (We will drop 
the “3’s” from our notation.) 
The next proposition proclaims the existence of the so-called temporal gauge (cf. [4]). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Each A E& (a, b) is gauge equivalent IO a connection whose component 
in [he [W-direction vanishes. li 
This proposition says that we can view $?(a, b) as the space of paths in Or from a to b. 
For lifts d, 6~4~ of a and b, write @(d, 6) for lifts of connections in 93((a, b). 
To define 9$‘(Z) we need to redefine the chain groups. Given a E%‘*(X) c Bz, let 
a”“~ d( C) E & be the unique lift of a such that ~(a(“‘) E (p, p + 1). Let P(a) = SF(&)) and 
define, for n E H, the chain group 
92)(X) = Z{aEW*(X)IP(a) = n}. 
Note that by equation (*) the definition of P’(a) is independent of the choice of trivial 
connection 0 used to define c. For if ois another choice of trivial connection and g(0) = g 
for some gauge transformation g, then the corresponding choice of lift ti’“’ of a is just 
g(a’fi’). 
If UE&‘!,“‘(E), define 8“: 9?‘(X) 4 .sP!/!!l (E) by 
d’fl’a = c # (tii/ ‘(a, b))b. 
bsM.-!,lT’ 
We will now show that d(U1d(fiJ = 0. The corresponding homology groups are 32’(Z), 
*EZ. 
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We first need an index calculation for the self-duality operator DA for AE~?(u, b). This is 
[4, Proposition 2b.21. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [4]. If AEW(U, b) fir a, bEW* and A^ is any lift to .?.8(d, 6), then 
indD,- = SF(d) - SF(i). I 
A key fact in showing d (Ir’ (JJ’ = 0 is Fleer’s observation that the gradient trajectories of 2 
the Chem-Simons function are the self-dual connections on C x Iw and that the 
Chern-Simons function is nonincreasing along the gradient trajectories in $x. Thus if 
iE,a(d, 6), then c(6) < c(d). Now to check that d(“‘d(“’ = 0 we follow Floer’s argument. If 
a E&Y! 1 (C) then the coefficient of c E W$! l (C) in d%“‘(a) is 
1 #,?%‘(a,b)*#,2’(b,c). (2.3) 
beA’“’ I 
According to [4, Prop. lc.l] the boundary of the l-dimensional manifold 
,/1( *(a, c) = ,H *(a, c)/lw corresponds to splittings ,/I ‘(a, b) x ,I/ ‘(b, c). Each term 
# ,a ‘(a, b)* # ,2 ‘(b, c) is the number of oriented boundary points of ,g *(a, b) correspond- 
ing to splittings where b E Wj,“‘( Z). For any such b E W,!“‘( Z), there are gradient trajectories 
A EM ‘(a, b) and BE&Z ‘(b, c). The other end of the corresponding component of the 
l-manifold ,% *(a, c) corresponds to some splitting ,/f ‘(a, d) x &I ‘(d, c) with gradient rajec- 
tories A’EM ‘(a, d) and B’E,/I ‘(d, c). Then tiz2(a, c) provides a l-parameter family of 
paths in gr from a to c with ends A #,B and A’#,,, B’ for appropriate graftings (see [4, 
lc.l]). If we lift A jo Ae,/7 ‘@“‘, 6), then 
1 = indDJ= SF(a”‘) - SF(6) = n + 1 - SF(6). 
Thus SF(i) = n; so b = b(“, the preferred lift, and 2~~3 ‘(&“, b”‘). Similarly 
EE ,i/ ’ (b’“‘, cc”‘). 
Since A’ # pG B’ is homotopic ret ends to A #p f3 in G&, the lift A’ # ,, B’, starting at a’“‘, 
ends at c(“. Say 2 E “k (a Oc’, d). Since the Chcrn-Simons function is nonincreasing along the 
gradient trajectory 2, we get ~1 + 1 > c(&“) 2 c(J) 2 c(@“) > p. Thus d = dt”. And again 
1 = indDx = I(“(&“) - I(“‘(&“‘); so d’“‘~ W, . (Ic’ As in Fleer’s proof, A’ #“,B contributes to 
the sum (2.3) with the opposite sign as does A #,B. So d’“‘d’“’ = 0. 
43. PERTURBATIONS 
In general, the representation space W*(C) c Br may contain degenerate critical points 
of the Chern-Simons function and the self-dual moduli spaces JI(u, b) may not be mani- 
folds. In this case we must perturb the equations involved. We first describe Fleer’s 
construction [4], and then explain how it must be modified to suit our purposes. Floer 
considers maps 
y: ij S,‘xD*+~ 
1-1 
which restrict to smooth embeddings y3: V;_ 1 S,’ x { 9) + )3 for each 3~0~ and y,: 
S,’ x D* + X for each i. Let F,,, be the set of these maps. We then get a family of holonomy. 
maps y3: ax + L, = SU(2)“/ud(SU(2)). Let d23 be a compactly supported volume form on 
int D*, and let C”(L,, R) be the set of smooth ad(SU(2))-invariant @valued functions on 
SU(2)m. For each h E Cm&,,, Iw), Floer defines h,: Bx + Iw by h,(a) = ID1 h(&(u))d*3. Fleer’s 
set of perturbations is II = UrncY I-,,, x C*(L,,,, W). He proves [4, glb.11: 
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(3.1) For each x = (7, h) E II, h, is 4 smooth function on Br , and fir each smooth metric 
o on X there is a smooth section grad0 h, of TBr such that for each SE T&it,, 
Gwd,h,(4, <> = Dh,(a)<. 
For a smooth metric u on I: and for XE II, let 
“M 0.x = I A E L:(p*R;@su(2)) 2 - *#F,,,, - grad,h#(r)) = 0, I(A) < cc Y 
where 
I(A) = 2 /I II 
2 
‘2’ 
Note that the condition that a connection A over C x Iw be self-dual is that 
dA-* F =() 
aT *a ’ 
so J,,. can be viewed as the solution space to the perturbed self-duality equations: 
“4? @.I = {Aw’(C x W)IF,,(A) = 0,1(A) < co}/9 
where 
dA 
F,,(A) = dt - *, FAcrj - grad, h,(Ab)). 
(The product metric is used on I: x Iw). Furthermore, for a ES& let c,(a) = c(a) + h,(a). Then 
Floer checks that c, is nonincreasing along trajectories in A,,,, and proves 14, 2c.23: 
(3.2). Let 9 be the space of smooth metrics on C and let lT have the C”-topology. For 
a dense set of parameters (a, n) E Y x II, the critical set 9, of c, = c + h, is nondegenerate, 
and A,, R decomposes into smooth oriented manijblds ~?(a, b) of regular trajectories connect- 
ing a, bEW,. 
We need to further restrict the allowable perturbations. Since Se is compact and 0 is 
isolated in 9?, the subspace W* is also compact and so is each of the finitely many connected 
components of s*, and c is constant on each of these components. Thus, as we asserted in 
$2, the image Ar = c(Se*) in R/Z is a finite set. Let 
M=min{1-p,p+ 1 -llllo(~p+ l)nAr}. 
For each pug+ we can find a neighborhood U, in 9& such that 
(1) I/,, is evenly covered in 4,. 
(2) For each a~ U,,, I&I) - c(p)1 c M/8. 
(3) U, contains no reducible connections. 
Since 9i’* is compact there is a finite subcover {Up,, . . . , UP,}, and by Uhlenbeck’s 
compactness theorem [6] we can find cl > 0 such that if II* F, II “ < el, then D E U:_ 1 U,, . 
Let E = min(e,, M/8). Our set of allowable perturbations consists of (a, n)~ Y x lI such 
that IC = (y, h) satisfies the conclusions of (3.1), (3.2), and also 
(4) Ihy(a)l <E for all a~Or. 
(5) IIP~W)IIL~ < E /2 and II grad, h,(a) II ‘2 < e/2 for all a E &. 
That these conditions can be achieved follows from the density statement in (3.2) and the 
fact that the O-function lies in Cm(L,. R). Let B denote the set of (a, n)~ Y x TI which satisfy 
these conditions. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose (a, K) E 4, and let a E W,, a E 32 with a E U,. Let d and a be lfts to & 
suchthatdandBlieinthesamelifo~U,.Thenc,(d)~[~+~,~+l-~]ifandonlyif 
C@)E[/4 + M, /4 + 1 -M]. 
Proof: Since a E U,, It(a) - c(a)1 < M/8 (mod Z) and since they lie in the same lift of U, 
to& It(a) - c(d)1 < M/8. If c(t)E[p + M, cc + 1 - M] then c(d)E[p + y, P + 1 - y]. 
Since also I h,(a)1 -z E < M/8, we get c,(a) = c(a) + h,(a) E [p + Y, ~1 + 1 - y]. The con- 
verse is proved similarly. I 
Thus if &’ is the preferred lift of a and a E U, , and if a(“’ and a lie in the same lift of U., , 
then a”’ = d. 
The construction of the integer graded instanton homology groups now proceeds as in 
$2. For (0. ~c)EP we have the perturbed Chern-Simons function defined above: 
c,(a) = c(a) + h,(a) for CIE~&, and c,(a) = c(a) + h,(a) for do&. Its critical set is 9P,, the 
zero set of Lx(a) = *, F, + grad-h,(a). If ~1 EB\ A2 and a E 9X’:: = gPn\ (0). define 
P’(a) = SF(@) where a”’ is the lift of a such that c,(&‘)E(~, p + 1) and SF(&) is the 
spectral flow of Dfc, along any path from a “I’ to 0 in 8,. Note that since (a, K)E~, for each 
ao99: there is an aoSe* with aoU,; hence c,(a)ob + !$,p + 1 - y] c 5X/Z by 
Lemma 3.3. 
As in $2 we define Se?‘(C, cr, TC) to be the free abelian group generaed by 
and if a E gP$“( C, CT, n). 
~ {a~~~(~:)~r’~‘(a~~‘) = n), 
d9.1 = c # (&,&I, b))b. 
br&!,W 
The proof given in $2 to show d”‘d(“’ = 0 works here as well. It is only necessary to 
comment that the analogue of Lemma 2.2 holds for the perturbed self-duality operator. 
That is, let DA be the operator 
DA: L.,.,(~:.,(~u(~)))~L~,~((R~,R~R~,~- ))(su(2)) 
given by D,a = D;a, DF,,(A)a). Then we have the result of Floer: 
LEMMA 3.4 [4, 2bl-21. For sujiciently small positive 6, DA is a Fredholm operator. 
If AEO(U, b) with a, beW: nondegenerate and .i/ A^ is any lift to 9?@,6) then 
ind DA = SF(d) - SF(g). I 
We denote the homology groups obtained from the above complex by Y$“(Z, cr, n) or 
simply 9F’(a, II). The goal of the next section is to show that these groups are independent 
of (cr, n) E 9. 
$4. INDEPENDENCE OF PERTURBATIONS 
In the previous section we obtained for (6, K)E~ and the product metric induced from 
cr on Z x BB the perturbed self-duality equation 
dA_*f & e A(%’ - grad, h, (A (T)) = 0. 
This is equivalent o F; + n(A) = 0 where 
n(A) = i(*,grad,h,(A(r); r) - grad,h,(A(r); r) A dr). 
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Now consider (ec, 1~~) and (a,, x1) in 9. We may suppose that the set y of embedded circles 
for no and n, is the same by choosing hi0 = 0 appropriately. On Z x R consider the 
l-parameter family (e,, n,) that interpolates linearly from (co, x0) to (ai, 1~~) and is constant 
for r ~$0 and r 2 1. If we define the perturbation x of the self-duality equations on C x R by 
~(A)(T) = j(*0,grad,!i,&4(r); r) - grad,b,(A(r); T) A dr), then the perturbed self-duality 
equations 
FA + n(A) = 0 
directly generalize the defining equations of A,,, in the case of the product (ao, no) x R and 
restrict to them over X x (- co, 0) and E x (Loo). 
Generalizing this, let PO = So((ao, x0), (ai, x1)) be the set of all (a, n) where Q is 
a conformal structure on C x R which restricts to the ends X x !R_ and C x R, in the 
conformal class of the product metrics co and rri respectively, and x is a gauge-equivariant 
perturbation of the self-duality equations on Z x R which restricts to those given by no and 
x1 on Z x R- and C x R, . Fioer shows that there is a dense subset 9; of PO for which the 
zero set 
“H,,(U,U’) = {AEL:,d(WZxR(a,a’))lFA + n(A) =o, I(A) < 00) 
is a manifold of dimension P(a) - ~‘“‘(a’) (mod 8) for all a E 5%‘: and Q’ E 9:, . 
We need to further restrict the class of perturbations. First consider the class Pi c PO 
(resp. 9’; c 9;) of (a, x) such that jrx R, II n(A) II& c E for all A E&,~, where 
R. = R\{ R- u k+ }. Note that the perturbation n between (ao, no) and (elrrrl) given 
above has for each r, II n(A)(r) IIL~(z) < 2 * e/2 = E by condition (5) in the definition of the space 
9 of allowable perturbations of the Chern-Simons function. Hence if E < 1, it lies in 9;. 
(Here R. = [O, 11.) 
Suppose we have (a, n) and (a’, n’)~49~ and A EM&, a’) and A’EM,~,(u’, u”) and 
suppose that (rr, a) on X x 08, agrees with (a’, IT’) on Z x R- . Then we may graft A and A’ as 
in [4] to obtain A #,A’oA,,,,,,( , ) h a u” w ere ( e”, n”) = (a #pa’, IC #Pi’). The perturbation 
(a”, n”) is. however, no longer in 9 ;. So we define new classes of perturbations P2 (resp. 
9’;) to consist of those (a, x)~P~((a~, no). (c2, x1)) (resp. Pb((ao, no), (crlr x2))) such that 
R. is the union I_ u IO u I, of three intervals with (a, n) restricting to a (constant) 
(c,, n,)oB on Xx IO and with 
s Tx(,_v, 1 , IIeN~~ < 25. 
Then if (a’, n’)~9’i((b~. no), (ai, xi)) (resp. 9’;) and (a”, n”)~Pi((u,, xi), (u2, nz)) (resp. 
9;) we have (~‘#,,a”, n’#prr”)~9+2((u0, no), (a,, x2)) (resp. 9’;) for large enough p. 
LEMMA 4.1. lfA~Jll,&, a’) where (u, n)c9; (9;) and i~&(tl, 8) is any lijl ofA, then 
c,,(f) < c,(d) + 3.5 ( < c,(d) + 6~). 
ProoJ Suppose (a, A)E 9’; and for definiteness ay R_ = (- cc, 0) and IR, = (1, co). 
The path {ANTE R_ } is a gradient trajectory for c%, thus c,(a) r c,(i(O)). Since 
AEJ~,,(u, a’) we have F; + n(A) = 0. Thus (a, rr)o9; implies that 
But 
-1 
8n2 
Tr(F, A FA) = & II FA’ II 2 - II FA II2 
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-1 
8n2 I xx1 
Tr(F, A FA) > & 
I Zx[O.ll 
IIP;ll2-~> -&. 
Thus 
c(A(0)) =c(C) + j$ s Tr(F, A FA) > c(8) - E. xxi 
so 
c,(d) 2 &(2(O)) = c&O)) + h,,(i(O)) > c(&O)) - E > c(&) - 2&, 
and c,, (a’) = c(a’) •I hl,(a’) < c(a’) + E < c,(d) + 3~ as required. In case (a, n)oP;, the 
proof follows similarly. 
Now let (a, n)~P~((o~, no), (or, x1)) or %((a,,. no), (a,, nr)). 
define for each n a homomorphism yan: W!,“)(Q) -+ W$‘)(rrr) by 
Y&r) = 1 # dK,O,(& i))Z. 
dsiP’(n,) . 
We first check that yen is a chain map. This is done by using Lemma 
I 
Following Floer, we 
4.1 to modify Fleer’s 
proof. For a~W,!“)(no) and 8oSp!,“)(n,) the coefficient of 5 in (c?J(~~)Y,~ - Y,.$(J‘))~ is the 
cardinality of the set 
u - &,(:. 6) x d:Jb, 8) u LJ JKR(a, 4 x -e,,,(& 6). (4.2) 
bel:‘!,(n.) deX’*‘(n,) . 
However, consider &j,(a, 6). Fleer shows that the ends of this l-manifold are in oriented 
l-l correspondence with 
U -d (4.3) 
drP(n.) CffP(ll,) 
Given any end A #,B of dj,(a, 6) corresponding to a term in (4.2). the other end of the 
component, A’ # P B’, corresponds to a term in (4.3). Say A’ E A :,(a, c) and BE 2J, I, (c, 6). 
We must show that c~@“(nr); so that A’ # p B’ actually corresponds to a term in (4.2). As 
in our proof that d(%P) = 0, &Id&, 8) gives a l-parameter family of paths in 9?r with fixed 
end points a and 6, providing a homotopy of paths from A #P B to A’ #P B’ rel endpoints. 
The lift of A #p B starting at ~1~“) ends at 6”“; so the same is true of the lift of A’ #P B’ starting 
at a’“‘. Suppose A’ lifts to an element 
c,,(e) < ~,(a”‘) + 6.5 < p + 1 - y + 6~ < ~1 + 1. 
c,,(d)~(~, P + 1) and thus C? = ct@), the 
1 = indDa = SF(P) - SF(6”)) = SF(P) - (n - 
shows that y,,. is a chain map. 
of JK:.(fP, Cy. By Lemma 4.1, 
Also c,,(d) > c,, (6t”‘) > ~1 + y. So 
preferred lift. By Lemma 3.4, 
1). Thus CE%‘!/‘)(A~) as required. This 
Next consider two perturbations (6’9 n’)o% ((Ql no), (bl* n, )) and 
(~“,11”)~~);(((1,,7[~), (az,n2)). Then for large p we have (a,~) = ((T’#~u”, 
n’#,,n”)o4P;((~~. no). (Q~.IL~)). Floer shows that for each compact set K in 
&I,..(u, b) x J/~.,~.. (b, c) there is a pK > 0 and for all p > pK a local diffeomorphism 
Jf‘,‘..(u, b) x J!,..,,. (b, 4 = K + A.,&, 4. 
We claim that yen = y.,..,,o y.,., for such p. 
For each undo’: 
YA4 = 2 I# (“c&7 4)c 
CGY”(X,) . 
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and 
Y 0” I” 0 y,,y(u) = 1 c # (A’:c& b) x &y(b, c))c. 
CCP’II,) bsP’(.,) . . 
The local diffeomorphism given above implies that 
# &&I, c) = c # &,,(a, b) x sM,o-,-(b, c)). 
bed: 
We must show that when am@,“’ and c~.%‘!/‘)(rr~) wehave bEi@?) in the above 
sum. This is essentially the same argument as given above to show the yan is a chain map; it 
will be left to the reader. 
Still following Fleer, we let (5, ii) = {(c ‘1’, rr’*‘)IO < 15 1) be a smooth family of 
perturbations on I: x R, each of which lies in Bz((ao, no), (c2. IL*)) and such that 
6-J (1’, #))E P;((a,, x0), (cJ*. x2)) for I. = 0, 1. Applying an arbitrarily small perturbation if 
necessary (fixing (JO’, no) and (t~(l’, IK”‘)), the sets 
_,a(,, b) = {(u. I)~u~A~+m(a, b)} c 9&:&, b) x [0, i] 
are regular zero sets of F,(A, J.) = F ;hldAl (A) and are smooth manifolds. The dimension of 
the component 4a(u, a’) containing a connection A is SF(b) - SF(6) + 1 where A lifts to 
A^ EL&~ ,(a, 6). This defines a Z-module homomorphism 
of degree + 1 by the formula , 
F(a) = b~~x_ 
I 
, ( # SO(a* b))b 
for a o%~)(7rO). 
Consider ,$ ‘(u, c) where UEL%‘~)(~~). The boundary of this l-dimensional submanifold 
ofB9,.,(u, c) x [O, l] consists of &!o~~~+I, c) x {0} u A0 ~~+p(u, c) x { 1). together with terms 
of the form Ja”(u, d) x Y/i$l(d, c) and 2i0.0(u, b) x JO(b, c). Since s”(u, d) and SO(b, c) 
consist of solutions (u, t) of perturbed self-duality equations lying in formal dimension - 1, 
they can only occur for 0 < t < 1. 
We then have: 
a.z(u, c) = .&!~&z, c) x { 1) - ./lt~.~~+, c)x {O} 
+ u ~“(u,d)x&.,(d,c)+ u Jif’Id,,,(u.b)x~o(b,c). 
de X., bed, 
Using the I-manifold s’(a, c) as a counting device we get 
# “/f$~l&l, c) x (0) = # J~&ll(U, c) x {l} ( 
+ 1 ,k”(u,d)x&,., (de c) + 1 &on,(a, b) x x”(b, c). 
de=-+., bed, 
Since each (u(“, n”‘)~9~. if ~~,~~(a”‘, j) and g~i&(d P) we can show as usual 
that d^ = d”‘. Similarly if d~,/tr’ _(u’~‘, 6) and 6~~#‘(6, P), we can show that 6 = b(“). 
Thus 
# &.&7, c) x (0) = # &~,I~(U, c) x {I} 
+ c ,/7’(u, d) x &,.,(d, c) + 2 -/i&Ju, b) x .z%“(b. c). 
de&-! ,Oc,j be_@:‘! ,in.) 
Summing over all cE.4P?‘(n2) we get 
j)&PI(U) = ~&&.I) + 78$;.(u) + a~:,7(u,. 
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Hence (Y~~,+u)+ = (‘/dOI+~$)* as homomorphisms 9$‘(Z, c,,, K,,) -+ 9:)(X, u2, x2). 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 4.4. For (ao. no) and (cJ,, nl)c9, 9$)(X, CT,,, no) z 9$)(X, uz, x2). 
Proof: Let (a, n) be the perturbation of the self-duality equations defined at the begin- 
ning of this section. It is obtained from a l-parameter family (a,, rr,) interpolating from 
(a,, no) to (a,, nl). Recall (cr, rr)~Y,. Reverse the r-direction on C x !R to get the perturba- 
tion (Q’, a’) from (or, 11’) to (co, no). Then (e#P~‘, w#,n’)~P; and it induces 
- ax dn* n’: SY(C 
(‘;;;;z ($ $1’ )0’ 
, co, x0) + 9$“(Z, go, no). There is, as above, a smooth family 
diLl (with each level lying in P2) such that (a(“, n(O)) = (~#~cr’, 7~#~7c’) 
and (a(“, (I’ rt ) is the perturbation on C x [w induced from (oo, no). From this last perturba- 
tion we see that Y~I~,.~u = id, since if a, b~W,(rr~), then A&, = 0 unless a = b. (If a # b, then 
translational invariance, dim4.,,,(&“, b@‘) 2 1.) Thus we have 
(Y~~~~)+o(Y~~)+ = id: &?(& co, no) + 9$“C:, boy noI 
Similarly (yan)* 0 (u,,,,,)* = id. 
Thus (Y,,~)+: I$“@, co, no) + Y’,‘(Z, cl, x1) is an isomorphism. 
, 
$5. RELATIONSttIP WITH FLOER tIOMOLOGY 
Let Z be a homology 3-sphere. In this section we will show how, for each PE Rx, the 
instanton homology groups 9!$(Z), *czZ, determine the Fleer homology groups 
9, (X), + E &. This will be accomplished by filtering the Flocr chain complex. Recall that 
B denotes the allowable perturbations of the flatness equations given in 93. For (B, n)~9, 
let (R, (Z, Q, n), a) denote Fleer’s chain complex. Then for p E Rx, n E ZB and s E Z with s z n 
(mod 8), define the free abelian groups 
Then 
Fip’R,(C, c. n) = c Ws”‘,,(C, CT, r). 
I.20 
. . * c F~~*R,(~,~,I~)~F~‘R,(~.,~,~~)c F;‘?8R,(E,a,n)c .*a cR,(&a,~) 
is a finite length decreasing filtration of R,(E, Q, n). Furthermore, since the (perturbed) 
Chern-Simons functional is non-increasing along gradient trajectories (see §2), it follows 
that Fleer’s boundary operator d: F y’ R,( X:, 6, x) --, F p!! , R, _ , (IL, CT, n) preserves the filtra- 
tion. Thus Fleer’s &-graded complex (R,(X, q n), 8) has a decreasing bounded filtration 
(Ff”R,(Z, u, n), CT). For n ohs and s E n (mod 8) let YF!,(E, 6, X) denote the homology of 
the complex 
5 Fti, R,+,(Z, c, II) : FS”‘R.(I, IT, n) 
d . . . . 5 FFIR,_,(Z,a,~) + *.a. 
We then have a bounded filtration on I,(X) = I,@., c, n) defined by 
Fp’I,(Z, CT, n) = im[.Y$‘l(E, e. x) -+ I,(X)] 
with 
. . . c F!l’!gI,(E, (r, x) c F!“I,(Z, CT, IL) c F:t’Bgl.(C, c, x) c * * * = I,(% c, n). 
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Observe that 
F~‘R,(~,~,II)/F!‘~!~R.(~,~, IK) = Wj“‘(X, 6, K) 
and that the induced chain map is precisely 8“). 
THEOREM 5.1. There is a spectral sequence (E: n (C), d’) with 
E’ (C) z #y(x) S. ” 
(n E Z8 and s E Z with s E n (mod 8)) and 
E?,(X) z Fyz,(z)/F$!+!*I,(C) 
Furthermore, the groups Ei,, (Z) are topological invariants. 
Proof. It is a standard consequence of the existence of the filtration F@) given above 
that there is a spectral sequence (E:,(Za, II), d’) with Ei,,(X,a, n) s 
Sp’(C, Q, n) = S?)(C) and E “(z, 0, IC) isomorphic to the bigraded module associated to 
the filtration F(“) of I,(& CJ, z) = f,(Z) (no&) given above (see [S]). Since the grading is 
unusual we will list the explicit definitions of the desired groups and homomorphisms. 
Eip, 6, n) = Z~“(~, Q, Jwc+8.“(~~ ur 7~) + dR,+,(C, CT, n) n F!“‘R,(X, 6,x)). 
Then d induces 
d’: E:,(& 0, n) -. E:+B,- t.n- IV:, 0. n). 
What remains to be shown is that E:,,(Z,a, n) is independent of the perturbation 
(a, n)eB. But this follows from the proof of Theorem 4.4. For if (a,,, no) and (al, a,)~9’, 
there is the perturbation (a, ~T)E 9’P; given in the proof of Theorem 4.4 which induces a chain 
isomorphism yen: R,(X.. uo, no) 4 R,(X, ul, n,) which respects the filtrations and induces 
an isomorphism on the E’ terms. It is now a standard consequence that y,,= induces an 
isomorphism on all the E’. 1 
Remark. All the E’(X) provide potentially interesting invariants for the homology 
3-sphere E In particular, the minimal r for which E’(X) = E”(X) should be meaningful. 
Let X be an oriented smooth cobordism from X1 to x2, i.e. 8X = x2 - Cl. By counting 
instantons over X, Floer [4] shows that X induces homomorphisms X, : I,( 1,) + 
1. + 3fb,(X)- b;(X)) (x:2) such hat 
(1) (2: x IR), = identity 
(2) (Xy), = X. +3(b,(Y)-b;(Y)) y,. 
In the remainder of this section we will show that X actually defines a homomorphism 
Xs”: E:,,(~1)-rE:+~b,-bi(X)ln+3(b,-b;,X,,(~2) 
for p E I&, n Rx, and we will investigate its properties. For simplicity suppose that Se*@,) 
and gP+(E,) are regular. The general case is handled as in [4] using restricted perturbations 
analogous to those given in $3 and &l. Let FE Rz, n Rr, and fix a trivial connection 
Or, E dzl. Homotopy classes of extensions of or, to a trivial connection 0 over all of X 
TOP 31:3-K 
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are in l-l correspondence with elements of H’(X, Z,). The composition 
H3(X, Z,) + H-‘(X) + If’(&) is Poincare dual to H’(X, &) + H’(X, Z’ u &) 4 
If,(&). This last composition is the boundary of the long exact sequence of the pair (X, &); 
thus it is trivial. It follows that no matter which extension 0 of 8x, is chosen, the 
corresponding restrictions 8z, = Oh-, are all homotopic. Thus the choice of 8x, determines 
integer-valued indices on W*(& ) as well as on L@*( Z’ ). For a generic conformal structure 
on (- cc, 0] x Z’ u X u C2 x [0, co ) which is a product on the ends, moduli spaces of 
self-dual connections will be manifolds. Fix a metric in such a conformal structure, and 
for UEB(E,) and 6 EW(&) let # .,#?:(a, b) denote the oriented count of instantons 
on the zero-dimensional moduli space of self-dual connections over 
(- a1,0] x Zr u X u C2 x [0, co) with asymptotic conditions u and b. For UEF~‘R,(Z,), 
the cobordism-induced map Xl” is defined by 
X!“(U) = c # &(a, b)b. 
baR*(Z,’ 
This is simply the restriction to F $“R,(C,) of Floer’s map, and therefore it is a chain map. 
THEOREM 5.2. The map Xp’ preserves thefiltrations on R,(C,) and R+(&); i.e. 
X!“‘: F!“RG,) --+ F!~3(b,(X)-b;(X))Rn+Wb,(X)-b;(.~))(~Z)’ 
Proo/. Suppose that we ,have UE Fj”R,(C,); so UEB$!!,,(C,) for some j 2 0. Also 
suppose # ,K’:(u, 6) # 0 with A ~&;(a, b). Since any gauge transformation over Z’ ex- 
tends over X we may suppose that A has asymptotic limits a”“ and 6. Choose any 
A, EL@~, (Ox,, a’“‘) and i2 E 5x,(6, O,, ). Then the Chern-Weil integrand associated to 
A, #A # A2 computes the relative Pontrjagin number of the trivial S0(3)-bundle over 
X corresponding to the trivialization Ox, LJ Ox, of 8X. Since this trivialization extends over 
X, the relative Pontrjagin number is 0. Thus 
o= - c(u”‘) + 3 Tr(F, A FA) + c(b), 
and since A is self-dual, its Chern-Weil integral is nonnegative; so c(6) I; ~(a’+“) c /A + 1. 
Thusp-k<c@)<,,+ 1 - k for some nonnegative integer k. This means that b(“’ = ~(6) 
where g is a gauge transformation of degree k. 
Since the Pontrjagin charge of the connection A, # A # A2 is 0, the index of the 
self-duality operator D,, ,,,” #AI equals the index De. Hence 
- 3 - (s + Sj) + 0 + SF(h) = - 3(1 - b,(X) + b;(X)). 
so 
1”“(b) = SF(b”‘) = SF(&)) = SF(&) + 8k 2 s + 8j + 3(6’(X) - b;(X)). 
Hence b o Fk+‘xb,(x’- b;(x)‘& + Jfb,(X’- b;(X))(h)* I 
Note that X9’ is just the restriction of Fleer’s chain map X,: R,( C,) 4 R, _ 3&(x’( &) to 
F!@‘R,(Z, ), and Theorem 5.2 says that this chain map preserves the filtration. We now have 
THEOREM 5.3. Let X be an oriented smooth cobordism from C, to x2. For PE !I&, n &, 
there are homomorphisms 
Xp’: E:.(Z:,) -, E’ I + 3(b,(XI - bi(XLn + 3(b,(X’- b;(X)1 PC,) 
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(1) (I; x R), = identity 
(2) (Xy), = X,+l(b,lY)-b;(Y)) us* 
Proof. We need to prove that the induced homomorphisms 
x1”: E:.“(&) + E’ I +  lCb,(X) - b;(X)Lm + Rb,(X) - b;,Xd&) 
are independent of the metric chosen on X. But this follows from the arguments preceding 
the proof of Theorem 4.4 which show that if X is the product cobordism, then the induced 
homomorphism is independent of the metric on X. Again the key observation is that 
whenever a moduli space is nonempty, then the corresponding Chem-Weil integrand is 
non-negative. 
To get an idea of why this mechanism works, let us suppose that we have a very simple 
situation where X is simply connected and a class in I$(&) = Y!“(Cr) is represented by 
a single flat connection aEW!“(I;,). Then X~‘(U)E Ef_3,,ifXLn_BitX,(C2) = Sjr13hi(x)(Z2). 
SO 
Let go be the given metric on X. and let {g,} be a one-parameter family of metrics beginning 
at go. The value of the cobordism induced homomorphism Xjt:,(a) will remain un- 
changed at the chain level as long as there are no moduli spaces J? ;,bl (a, d) or JY i,be (d b) 
of formal dimension - 1 for 0 < t < 1. For simplicity assume that only one such moduli 
space occurs - M,‘,Ja, d), where 0 < u < 1. Then it is easy to see that 
X?;,(a) = X&:(a) f ~b@!,,,,(x,) # &.‘,.(a. d). # &(d. b)b. If we knew that 
de Rl'fl , _ .\D;(X,(C2) then we would have Xti, (a) = X?!,(a) + dd and see that the value 
remains unchanged in EL. 
If BE J? ,$(a, d) and C E -/Ii, (d, b), since any gauge transformation of C, extends over 
X, we may assume that B has asymptotic limits a”’ and d’ and that C has limits d^ and 6. We 
also have a grafted self-dual connection B # C on X with index 0. As in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2 we see that the index of the self-duality operator DA, L(BCCjeA, equals the index 
of De. If y is a gauge transformation such that 6 = g(b’“‘) we have: 
- 3 - s + 0 + s - 36; (X) - 8deg( g) = - 3( 1 + b; (X)). 
Hence deg(g) = 0 and 6 = b ‘Ir). Also, since the Chern-Weil integrand of A, # (B # C) # A2 
vanishes we get 
0 = - c(a”‘) + - Tr(F, A F,) + c(a). 
Since B is self-dual this implies that cc + 1 > c(&‘)) > c(d), and in turn, c(d) > c(P) > p 
since the Chern-Simons function decreases along the gradient trajectory C. Hence d = d”). 
Now since a l-dimensional moduli space connects dcp) and b(” we see that de 
Ri?!, _ &&&) as required. 
It is quite simple to repeat this argument when we allow perturbations of the 
Chern-Simons function and the self-duality equation. Also, a similar argument works to 
show that the homomorphism induced on E’ is independent of perturbations and 
metrics. I 
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56. RELATIVE DONALDSON POLYNOMIALS 
Let X be an oriented simply connected 4-manifold whose boundary Z is a homology 
sphere. An important feature of Fleer’s homology groups I,(Z) is presented in forthcoming 
work of Donaldson which gives relative versions of his polynomial invariants with values in 
I,(Z). Let us begin by quickly previewing the construction of these relative polynomial 
invariants. We will assume that a*( 2:) is regular. (One of the main points of the forthcom- 
ing work of Donaldson is to treat the situation when W*(Z) is not regular. Presumably the 
arguments presented in this work can be modified using the perturbations presented in our 
$3 and $4.) The moduli space &Ix(a) of self-dual connections on the trivial SU(2) bundle 
over X with asymptotic condition a~g*(Z) has connected components with formal 
dimension D(a) = - 3(1 + b;(X)) - SF(a) (mod 8). For a generic choice of Riemannian 
metric on X the components of the moduli space JKx(u), if nonempty, will be manifolds of 
these dimensions. Given homology classes zl. . . . , zd E H,(X; Z), represent hem by sur- 
faces S1, . . . , & in X. Donaldson [2] associates to each Si a codimension 2 submanifold 
V,, of Wx such that the intersection Vs, n - * * n Vs, n dx(u) is transverse and in the case 
that D(a) P 2d (mod 8) the intersection with the components of &x(u) of dimension 2d (for 
sufficiently large d) will be a finite collection of points. The chain 
4,&,, * * * t zd) = 1 # (vs, n ’ ’ ’ n vs, n did(a))a 
can be shown to be a Fleer cycle, and it induces the Donaldson invariant 
4&l, * * * 9 =d)Ef-)(l+hi,X),-Y(~:). 
Since X is simply connected there is (up to homotopy) a unique trivial connection 0 on 
the SU(Z)-bundle over X, and it restricts to a trivial connection 0 over E. Fix FE !I&. Define 
J(r:d*(Ir)*‘(u) to be the subset of equivalcncc lasses of connections A E ,/I id(u) which satisfy 
the inequality 
-I 
8n2 s 
Tr(F,hF,)<r-(~+I-[~++]) 
XuEx[0.3c) 
where [p + l] denotes the integer part of p + 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. For classes zlr . . , zd c H2(X; Z), the formula 
define a class in E:, where s = - 3(1 + b;(X)) - 2d + 8[~ + I] and n = 
- 3( 1 + b; (X)) - 2d. This cluss is invariant under change of generic metric on X. 
Prooj Suppose that the gauge equivalence class of A lies in 
V,, n *a * n Vs, n ,C’~d*(P)*‘(u) and that A has limiting value dE@*(Z). Then 
2d + SF(d) = - 3(1 + b;(X)), and c(d) + f$ 
I 
Tr(F, A FA) = 0. Thus c(d) < 0 since A is 
self-dual. Let CUE& be the unique flat connection gauge equivalent to d and such that 
p - [,I + I] < c(6) < p + 1 - [p + I]. If y is the gauge transformation such that d = g(d) 
then c(d) < 0 implies that deg(g) 2 0. Hence SF(C) = SF(d) + 8deg(g) 2 SF(d) = n. Since 
SF(u““) = SF(C) + 8[p + 11, this shows that qy)a’(zl, . . . , zd) lies in F,R,(C). 
Next we show that q$f’*‘(z,. . . . , zd)EZ:... For if a occurs in the sum as above, then if 
BE~~(u, b) and B is a lift with limiting values d and 6, then A # B^ represents an end of the 
l-dimensional cut-down moduli space Vs, n * . - n Vs, n did+l(b). There must be an- 
other end represented, say, by A’ # i’, where A’ has limiting value d’E$*(Z) and I? has 
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limiting values K and 6 and is a lift of B’EA:(u’, b). Since a E F,R,(X) we have 
bEF,_lR,_l(Z). Suppose that b#F,_,,,,R,_,(Z); hence bEB,_1+8j(Z) where 
O<j<r-l.WeneedtoshowthatA’EJY, zd*(r)*‘(u’). If k is the gauge transformation such 
that h(6) = b(“) then SF(g) = n - 1 implies that 
deg(h) = &((s - 1 + 8j) - (n - 1)) = j + [p + 11. 
Since B’ is self-dual, c(a) 2 c(6) = c(6) = c(b@)) - deg(h) > ~1 - (r - 1) - [cc + 11. Then 
-1 
- 
8x2 
Tr(F; A FL) = - c(d’) 
implies that A’ EN :d*(“)*‘(u’) as desired. 
Similar arguments how that the image q~)*r(zl, . . . , z,+)E E;,. is actually independent 
of the choice of generic metric on X. (C.f. (5.3)). I 
These invariants are in theory easier to compute than the Donaldson invariants since 
fewer boundary maps will occur. At any rate they could be useful in distinguishing 
manifolds with the same relative Donaldson invariant. 
97. BRIESKORN HOMOLOGY SPHERES 
In [3] we presented an algorithm for computing the Floer homology groups 
~“(wJ,~~29aJ)* nE&, for the Brieskorn homology 3-spheres E(a,, u2, a,) = 
(2;’ + z”z’ + z”J = Ol(zl, z2, zJ)cC3} n Ss, or, equivalently, the Seifert-fibered homology 
3-sphere with exceptional orbits of order a,, az and c(,. In this section we will show how to 
enhance this algorithm to compute Ax and for any PE Rx the groups 9!,“‘(C(al, a2, as)), 
neZ. We will end this section with some explicit computations. 
We assume familiarity with [3]. In that paper we worked with SO(3) rather than SU(2) 
connections, and for that reason it will be best for us to use SO(3) connections in this section 
as well. Thus we now have a Chern-Simons function taking values in R/4Z rather than in 
R/h. In the end there is no change to the instanton homology. 
For the Seifert fibrations E(a,, u2, uJ) we showed in [3] that W(E(ul, u2, U~)) contained 
only regular representations, o was a finite set. Furthermore the Chern-Simons function 
c: W(E(a,, u2, us)) + R/4h is given by c(a) z 2eb/u, uzu3 (mod 4) where e, E a! is the Euler 
class of the representation a. The algorithm to determine , is one of the main points of [3]. 
It is shown in [33 that a E R, where 
($)cot($)sin2(y) (mod 8). 
Let ep’E(p, 4 + p) be defined by the congruence $“ = 2e,2/u,a2u3 (mod 4). Then 
2(eff)’ 
p’(a) = - 
a1a2a3 + 1: ii c 
,‘, 2,~~:cot($)cot(~)sin2($) 
Since I(“)(U) is always odd (see the proof of Proposition 3.10 of [3]), we have 
JV’(V*, a29 a,)) 2 .@?‘(U,, a2,aJ)). 
We conclude by listing some explicit computations of the Poincare-Laurent poly- 
nomials ~(a,, a2, a,)(t) of the homology groups Y!,“‘(Z(a,, a2. a,)). 
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p(z,3,5) =r+r’ 
p(2,3,11)=t+t’+t5+t7 
p(2,3,17)=r+r3+2r’+r’+r9 
p(2,3,23)=r+2r3+2rs+2r’+r9 
p(2,3,29) = t + r3 + 3rs + 2r’ + 2r9 + t” 
p(2,3,35) = r -t 2t3 f 3t’ + 317 + 2r9 + r” 
p(2,3,41) = t + t3 + 4t5 + 3t’ + 3t9 + 2t” 
p(2,3,47) = t + 2t3 + 3P + 4t’ + 3c9 + 2t” + t’3 
p(2.3.53) = t + r3 + 4rs + 4t’ + 4P + 3r” + r’3 
p(2,3,59) = t + 2r3 + 3rs -I- 5c’ + 4c9 + 3r” + 2t’3 
p(2,3,65) = t + r3 + 4ts + 5~’ + 5t9 + 4~” + 2t13 
p(2,3,71) = t + 2r3 + 3P + 5t’ + 5t9 + 4r” + 3~13 + c’s 
p(2,3,7) = r-l + t3 
p(2,3,13)=t-‘+r+r3+ts 
p(2,3,19) = 2r - ’ + r + 2r3 + I5 
p(2,3,25)=2t-1+2t+2r3+2c5 
p(2,3,31) = 2t’’ + 2t + 3r3 +(2rs + t’ 
p(2,3,37) = r-’ + 3r + 3t3 + 2P + 2t’ 
p(2,3,37) = 2t’ 1 + 3t + 4r’ + 3rJ + 2t’ 
p(2,3,43) = r-1 + 4t + 4t3 -t 4P + 3r’ 
p(2,3,49) = 2r - 1 + 3t + 5t3 + 4ts + 3t’ + t9 
p(3,4,13) = f-s + 2C’3 + 3c” + 2t + 2t3 
p(4,5,21) = 4~-~ + 5c-’ + 8r-s + 6r-3 _e 5r” + r + 13 
p(5,6,31) = 2t-” + lot-l3 + llr-” + 15~-~ +3t-’ + &-’ + 5t-3 + 4t-1 + t + t3 
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